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Research Seminar Programme Autumn 2010

20 September, Tim De Mey (EUR)
“Human, all too human knowledge”
Comments Frans Schaeffer (EUR)

4 October, Carsten Hermann-Pillath (Frankfurt)
“A Neurolinguistic Approach to Institutional Creativity: The Case of Money”
Comments Clement Levallois (EUR)

18 October, Ulrich Kühne (Berlin)
“Rationality in normative belief change”

1 November, Paul Ormerod (London)
“Macroeconomic theory and political economy: lessons from the financial crisis”
Comments Harry van Dalen (Tilburg)

15 November, Anssi Korhonen (Helsinki)
“The comfortable pluralism now so often taken for granted”
Comments Fred Muller, EUR

29 November, Alan Kirman (d’Aix-Marseille)
“Why Macroeconomic Theory is in Trouble”
Comments Casper de Vries (EUR)
13 December, Arno Riedl (Maastricht)

“Sociality and Institutions: What laboratory experiments can tell us about the interaction of institution design and social behavior”

Comments Robert Dur (EUR)